one who lies at his ease," evoking, rather than destroying, the "sacredness of the Sabbath."
8
Echoes of a world far distant, yet perceived as if near at hand, these documented sounds become a record of Hawthorne's aurally expanding worldview, of "events heard, not objects seen." 9 Still, the reality they represent-the steady grind of blade against stone, the gentle amble of cattle-has already passed in the time it takes for these sounds to reach Hawthorne's ears, let alone for him to capture them on paper. They are a spiritual haunting of what once was, of the "lostness of past time."
10
For even in the "bottomless depths of quiet" can the memory of sound still resonate with past life. "Thank God, there are echoes of voices in my heart," Hawthorne wrote to an absent Sophia in 1847, "else I should die of this marble silence." persuasive, favor an ocularcentric methodology that could be usefully expanded by a study of sound. As soundscape historian Mark Smith reminds us, "There is no compelling reason why we should 'read' the past solely through the visual in order to gain 'perspective. '" 13 As recent historians of the book have shown, bibliographic culture in Hawthorne's time extended beyond the printed word, engaging with "a variety of non-print, non-book, and non-text practices and sites." Nineteenth-century reading habits too revealed an "increasingly sophisticated intermedial sensibility" that assumed a level of aurality/orality far different from today's more silent modes of reading.
14 For many nineteenth-century Americans, reading aloud was "a form of sociality" highly encouraged for its beneficial impact.
15 As Lydia Maria Child explained in The Mother's Book, "The habit of taking turns to read interesting books aloud," along with the practice of listening to music, "has a very salutary effect for whole families" for it "tends to produce refinement of taste."
16
Hawthorne was not immune to the period's developing interest in intermediality. He was particularly mindful of how technological changes in book publishing affected his readership.
Hawthorne wrote to his editor J. T. Fields, for instance, of his willingness to include a wooden engraving of his likeness alongside his biography, noting he "should not have the least objection . . . to be diffused over the whole habitable globe" even if this "sort of monstrosity" inevitably made him "look like . . . a block-head."
17 Still, Hawthorne resisted adding his Cephas Thompson portrait to The House of the Seven Gables, explaining to Fields "it appears to me an improper accompaniment to a new work."
18 Hawthorne, however, actively embraced the aural dimensions of his novel. Early in 1851, he read his manuscript aloud to Sophia whose critical ear he had come to trust. Only "after going over it in that way," he told Fields on January 12th, would he "know better what to think of it."
19 She "speaks so near me that I cannot tell her voice from my own," he later declared of his wife's editorial skill.
20
Making audible that which has gone too often unheard in Hawthorne scholarship thus offers insights not only into the listening practices of a nineteenth-century readership but also of Hawthorne's own perception of his story-telling role. Indeed, Hawthorne was far from deaf to the potentialities of sound as The House of the Seven Gables attests. From the persistent ringing of Hepzibah Pyncheon's shop bell to the unrelenting ticking of a watch, Hawthorne's tale detailing seven generations of "wrong-doing" is haunted by a vast array of auralities, all of which disclose, although in differing ways, the politics of audibility emerging in the United States in the antebellum period (4). To be sure, late eighteenth-century listening practices in the United States encouraged, as Kala Keeling and Josh Kun observe, "an exclusionary auditory politics of self, citizen, and Other" that "render[ed] sonically incomprehensible or silent the Others that freedom refused."
21 Still, the expansion of industrial markets and the resulting urban growth in Hawthorne's lifetime drastically shifted how New Englanders heard the world around them, developing what Henry David Thoreau would call in 1854 "the broad, flapping American ear."
22 It is this emerging soundscape, and the listening practices it imposes, that Hawthorne interrogates in The House of the Seven Gables, a novel that proves to be particularly interested in the impact of these developing auditory-acoustic structures on constructions of the self.
But even as Hawthorne's contemporaries were learning to tune out the dissonances of this new aural landscape, others were trying to tune in to the ephemeral, and often contested, audile manifestations emanating from the spectral realm. By 1848, the year Margaret and Kate Fox claimed to hear mysterious knockings in their New York home, spirit rappings, spirit concerts, speaking in tongues, and other such aural disturbances were well on their way to becoming commonplace occurrences for religious enthusiasts seeking to eavesdrop on the supernatural world. It is to these spiritual soundings, in all their dissonances and discords, that Hawthorne's The House of the Seven Gables finally turns, offering a competing, and at times corrective, aurality to the destabilizing force of the modern world, all the while recognizing sound's relationship "to the sacral, to the ultimate concerns of existence. Hawthorne's handling it is this "quietude of conscience" (230), and not the "ugly noise" of the modern world (99), that deserves a second listen.
Early in The House of the Seven Gables, Hepzibah Pyncheon first hears what becomes her curse. Resting anxiously in the "oaken elbow-chair" that once held her dead ancestor, Colonel Pyncheon, she is "startled by the tinkling alarum-high, sharp, and irregular-of a little bell." The bell's ringing, however "ugly and spiteful" its "little din" may seem to Hepzibah's aristocratic ears, merely registers her entry into "the united struggle of mankind," or so her first customer, the daguerreotypist Holgrave, kindly tries to tell her (38-40). Yet Hepzibah has lived a life relatively removed from the aural disturbances of the nineteenth century's expanding market, only eavesdropping on the town's bustling trade-the "jingle-jangle" of the baker's cart and the "harsh peal of a fisherman's conch-shell"-from the comfort and security of her home. Economic necessity, though, has forced Hepzibah to join the working classes, engendering a "great life-trial" that wrecks havoc on her aural sensibilities (37). What is perhaps a relatively unobtrusive sound for those more familiar with the marketplace is, then, for Hepzibah particularly unsettling. "Ring as often as it might," the narrator writes of the shop's bell, "the sound always smote upon her nervous system rudely and suddenly" (69).
The emergence of an industrial-capitalist society in the first half of the century generated concerns over sound's impact on everyday life. The rapid growth of cities and factories produced a level of noise that contrasted sharply with the comparative quiet of the eighteenth century's preindustrial society. For some, these modern sounds of industry were welcomed as evidence of northern economic progress, an attitude Michel Chevalier conveyed in his 1839 assessment of New England's bustling trade. To his ears, the "noise of hammers, of spindles, of bells calling the hands to their work" common to northeastern factory towns merely sounded like the "peaceful hum of an industrious population."
24 Not all, however, were as in tune to the auditory intensity of urban life. Anti-noise advocates sought out ordinances to ensure the "natural and constitutional right . . . to worship God without molestation or disturbance" on the Sabbath.
25 Local authorities similarly responded to noise complaints, proposing legislation to regulate what was considered by many to be unnecessary noise. One 1844 bill, for instance, recommended that those who "engage in any tumultuous or disorderly noise," including "open profanity or indecent language," should be "committed to the work-house."
26 Others took a less aggressive approach, merely complaining of modernity's invasive aurality as Hawthorne did when he wrote resentfully of a locomotive's "long shriek" disturbing the "slumberous peace" of his Concord morning Sabbath in 1844. Its "harsh" sound, he complained, told "of all unquietness"-of "busy men, citizens, from the hot street."
27
To this unquiet world Hawthorne turns in The House of the Seven Gables' opening chapters when detailing the noisy auditory culture that surrounds Hepzibah's cent-shop. Even though Hepzibah walks on "tiptoe" throughout her store, her entry into the fast-paced world of commodity consumption is anything but quiet. She unbars the door with a "most astounding clatter" and, fleeing from the sound, wishes instead for "her quiet grave" (36-37, 39). A series of unpleasant noises, however, follow her throughout the day. The cent-shop's "creaking" door is "thrust open" with a "characteristic jerk and jar," rattling the "little bell" so "spitefully" that its sound "played the very deuce with Hepzibah's nerves." Her ears are further assaulted by the "muttering" of an inebriated man and the sharp "rebuke" of a "fire-ruddy housewife" disappointed in the store's wares. Their "familiar, if not rude tone" offends her "lady-like sensibilities" for it all too clearly reveals that they "considered themselves not merely her equals, but her patrons and superiors" (45, 46, 48-49). While Hepzibah comes to appreciate the "jingled" noise her hard-earned copper coins make as they drop "into the till" (72), the cent-shop's other auralities ultimately disturb her "ideas of gentility," making her too keenly feel her own artificial place as a lady in society (69). "I was born a lady," she tells Holgrave, "but I consider that has past" (40-41).
The cent-shop scenes thus acknowledge how the market's democratization in the early nineteenth century reconfigured existing social relations in distinctively aural ways. Yet little critical consideration has been paid to this aural environment as scholars have privileged instead the spectatorial nature of these opening passages. As several recent critics have noted, Hepzibah's decision to open a cent-shop in her home essentially invites "the market into her private life," allowing, in Hawthorne's words, "strange and unloving eyes" the "privilege of gazing" upon her and her shop (42).
28 Of this passage Shawn Michelle Smith writes, "The familiar gaze terrifies Hepzibah Pyncheon, as it symbolically dismantles the privileges of class hierarchy. Thus, it is . . . her subjection to public scrutiny on intimate terms that transforms Hepzibah from a lady into a plebian woman."
29 However, it is the sounds of the marketplace, and not its sights, that initially inform Hepzibah of the public's interest in her shop. In the relative quiet of the morning, she "listen[s]" with "beating heart" to "the footsteps of early passengers" as they linger outside her shop, sounds that evoke a "sense of overwhelming shame" in Hepzibah as she awaits the public's appraisal of her shop (42).
This appraisal comes soon enough in a conversation Hepzibah has the misfortune to overhear between "two laboring men" stopping before the shop door. Their "rough voices," clearly heard through the cent-shop's thin walls, offer an unflattering evaluation of her business and her trademark scowl. "For some reason or other, not very easy to analyze," Hawthorne writes, "there had hardly been so bitter a pang in all her previous misery about the matter, as what thrilled Hepzibah's heart, on overhearing the above conversation" (42, 43). Here, Hepzibah's ability to identify the men as laborers by their voices alone underscores sound's function in the modern period as an aural marker of class. But this passage also reveals the laboring classes' emerging authority in the new global market as well, illustrating a type of "acoustic dominance" in the two men's apparent disregard for who might hear them.
30 Forced to listen to their "coarse laugh" and degrading remarks as they stand outside her home-turned-shop, the once-aristocratic Hepzibah can only silently feel, with a "bitter . . . pang," the "misery" of her new position (43).
29 American Archives, 27. Many have remarked on the cent-shop's centrality to the novel as signaling the Pyncheon family's continued reliance on an exploitative mercantilism. Paul Gilmore suggests that Hepzibah participates in "racial exploitation" when she sells, among other commodities, a Jim Crow gingerbread man. But if the cent-shop indicates Hepzibah's complicity, however reluctant, in an economic system dependent upon the marginalization of others, he points out that it effectively reveals the "dangers of the marketplace" to her sense of self. The Genuine Article: Race, Mass Culture, and American Literary Manhood (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), 129-31. 30 Weiner defines "acoustic dominance" as "not so much a matter of drowning out all other sounds with one's voice, but of being able to take for granted the right to do so without complaint." Religion Out Loud, 20.
Hepzibah's silence amidst the cent-shop's "rude" tones ultimately suggests her own cultural alienation, her struggle to maintain her family's longstanding tradition of economic control, as well as the nineteenth century's more general inability to regulate the urban market's expanding soundscape in a manner palatable to middle-class taste. Read in this way, the cent-shop's sonic environment becomes a kind of "map," to borrow from Jacques Attali's cultural study of noise, that "specifies power, because it marks the rare noises that cultures, in their normalization of behavior, see fit to authorize."
31 Nowhere is sound's function as a signal of social power more clearly experienced by Hepzibah than in the shop-bell's repetitive ringing. Its persistent clamor-variously described as an "alarum" (38), a "sharp and peevish tinkle," a "hateful clamor," "an ugly noise," a "naughty little tinkle" (98, 99), and a "vulgar . . . dissonance" (19), among other epithets-infiltrates the shop's sonic space. The bell's "peevishly obstreperous" timing not only interrupts Hepzibah's sense of leisure, calling her from a breakfast table luxuriously spread with "crested tea-spoons and antique china" but also reminds Hepzibah of her own commodification within the shop's walls (69). To its ringing, the narrator writes, "[t]he maiden lady arose upon her feet, as pale as ghost at cock-crow; for she was an enslaved spirit, and this the talisman to which she owed obedience" (38). Like the Pyncheon men who are cursed with a "habitual," but "not altogether voluntary," "ingurgitation" in the throat (108), so too is Hepzibah cursed to respond in body, if not in mind, to the shopbell's "ugly and spiteful little din" (38). Her heart, the narrator writes, "seemed to be attached to the same steel spring" and "went through a series of sharp jerks, in unison with the sound" (44).
The acoustic environment of the cent-shop, and the structures of listening it imposes, thus accentuates sound's function as a regulatory power, one that "compels silence" in those who have no choice but to listen.
32 Even more than Hepzibah, however, her brother Clifford experiences the deafening power of silence and the social alienation it produces as an inmate of Boston's penitentiary system. Imprisoned for thirty years for a crime he did not commit, Clifford returns to the seven-gabled house a changed man. The prison's lack of "intellectual culture," the narrator explains, introduces a "coarseness" into his otherwise "high-wrought and delicately refined" nature (93, 94); a kind of "abortive decay" has "transformed" Clifford "into the simplest child" (189). Though the narrator comments extensively on the effects of Clifford's incarceration, Hawthorne is curiously silent on the years Clifford has spent in prison, only noting that his sentence was mitigated at some point "from death to perpetual imprisonment" (21).
Convicted of his uncle's murder, Clifford's punishment occurred at a moment in which the United States was changing the theories that shaped its penal system. Late eighteenthcentury reformers like Benjamin Rush advocated the efficacy of rehabilitation over corporeal punishments including the death penalty. Capital punishment for even severe crimes like murder, Rush argued, was "contrary to the order and happiness of society . . . [as well as] contrary to divine revelation." In its stead, Rush proposed in his 1798 Enquiry into the Consistency of the Punishment of Murder by Death a more lenient "scale of punishment," reserving solitary confinement-strict "solitude and darkness, and a total want of employment"-for convicts like Clifford imprisoned for the "first or highest degree of guilt."
33
In the 1820s, the period of Clifford's imprisonment, the American penal system was being rebuilt following these Enlightenment reforms, including architectural renovations with 32 Attali is speaking of the "monotonous and repeated noise of machines imposing silence on the workers." Noise, 121. Maria O'Malley comments on the frequency in which Hawthorne's "women, no matter how vibrant, eventually fall silent. 36 Isolated from friends and family and kept in perpetual silence, it is no wonder that inmates would come to believe they were "literally buried from the world," as the Auburn warden informed prisoners in 1826. 37 Hawthorne would of course repeat this tomb-like imagery in Seven Gables when his own "long-buried man," Clifford, is finally "summoned forth from his living tomb" (21).
Both Hepzibah and Clifford thus come to experience, although in differing ways, sound's capacity to regulate their public and private lives in a mode destructive to their 34 Massachusetts State Prison was based on the Auburn system of punishment and employed a form of solitary confinement that "left the inmates alone and idle for long stretches of time" and even created a wing for "uninterrupted isolation. self-actualization. In the self-imposed prison of the cent-shop, Hepzibah may suffer from sound's excess, forced to listen to the dissonance and destabilizing noise of the marketplace that in turn reveals her own lack of autonomy, her silence within this sonic world. Her act of listening, however, is still generative, providing at least the semblance of aural connection. Her brother on the other hand arguably has faced a worse fate. While incarcerated, he abides in sound's absence. For thirty years Clifford has essentially lived as a mute in the "close prison-atmosphere," denied any meaningful auditory engagement with the world (189). Fittingly, Clifford's release also marks his reemergence into sound, however tentative it may be. On the night of his return to his ancestral home, Clifford's cousin Phoebe overhears the "murmur of an unknown voice," the sound of which was "strangely indistinct . . . less like articulate words than an unshaped sound." "So vague was it," the narrator clarifies, "that its impression or echo, in Phoebe's mind, was that of unreality" (84).
Clifford's voice, at least as Phoebe hears it, captures his liminal state as someone "unshaped" by his prison experience. Like his voice Clifford is a "material ghost" (92), "an indistinct shadow" of something that resembles, but does not become, "human utterance" (85) . However, his reentry into aurality, from the nothingness of silence to the "shadow," "murmur" and "echo" of sound, does at least confirm a hesitant return to life. As Mladen Dolar explains, "complete silence is . . . like death, while the voice is the first sign of life." 38 Although not one to "converse" with others, Clifford does indulge his auditory senses upon his release, surrounding himself with sound (119).
39 But finding Hepzibah's voice too "harsh"-a 39 Clifford's rehabilitation involves a kind of sound immersion therapy increasingly encouraged by mid-nineteenth-century prison reformers. George Combe warned that a "kind of croak . . . as if the voice had been dyed black"-Clifford instead attaches to his young cousin whose "native gush and play of her spirit" makes her "especially necessary" to his rehabilitation. "[S]eldom perfectly quiet," Phoebe eases Clifford's "blighted" life through sound, reading and singing to him to pass the time. "So long as Phoebe sang," the narrator explains, "Clifford was content" (116, 119, 120).
Hawthorne's representation of sound's therapeutic dimensions in these passages gestures toward what Walter Ong defines as the "interiorizing quality of sound and thus of voice."
40
Unlike the printed word which merely encourages a reader to enter "into his or her own private reading world," reading aloud maintains the "unity of the audience." In this way it connects speaker and listener through the shared experience of sound, "manifest[ing] human beings to one another as conscious interiors, as persons."
41 Listening to Phoebe read tells Clifford little of what was contained within the literature itself for it is not the "pictures of life" or "scenes of passions" that interests him, but rather Phoebe herself (126). "He read Phoebe," the narrator explains, "as he would a sweet and simple story; he listened to her, as if she were a verse of household poetry, which God, in requital of his bleak and dismal lot, had permitted some angel, that most pitied him, to warble through the house" (123). To Clifford's ears at least, Phoebe's voice discloses sound's connection "to the ultimate concerns of existence," offering proof of God's recompense for Clifford's "bleak and dismal lot" through its soothing tones.
42
Yet these quiet exchanges between cousins in the end recommend a form of sociality far different from the pressing silence prisoner should not be kept in solitary confinement up to the "very day of his liberation," but rather "advanced to greater and greater degrees of liberty, of self-regulation, and of social enjoyment." "Letter from Mr. Combe to the Editor," 43 Uniting in sympathy with the sounds around her, be they the "twittering gayety of the robins in the pear-tree" or the anguished "vague moan of" her cousin, Phoebe's voice offers a striking contrast to the ugly sounds and silences of the modern world that have controlled, and continue to control, her cousins' lives (119).
However, it is only when Clifford abandons the "unwholesome atmosphere" (224) of his ancestral home-a "silent and impenetrable mansion" that too closely resembles Clifford's earlier prison (250)-for the "rumble and tumult" of the train does his voice find full expression. Here, Clifford feels he has discovered "life itself" as he listens to the passengers' "peals of laughter" (220-21). To their cries Clifford's voice responds in turn. "For the first time in thirty years," he tells Hepzibah, "my thoughts gush up and find words ready for them. I must talk, and I will" (226). For Clifford, the railroad offers a brief respite from the social isolation of his past life, connecting him to the lives of others in its "inevitable movement onward" (221). Indeed its rapid speed provides evidence, like the telegraph, of how the "world of matter has become a great nerve, vibrating thousands of miles in a breathless point of time" (227). It embodies, to borrow from Paul Gilmore's 43 As Ong explains, oral communication allows us "to participate in" another's "inwardness as well as our own" but in a "noninterfering" way, unlike our other senses which are more transgressive in nature, "violat[ing] the interior" of others. Presence of the Word, 122, 125, 146. When Holgrave reads aloud to Phoebe, he reinforces this model of authorship by refusing to mesmerize her out of "reverence for another's individuality." Hawthorne, House, 182.
analysis of the "techno-utopian" discourse prominent in the era, the "very fluidity of the material and spiritual worlds."
44
In Clifford's assessment such technology is an "almost spiritual medium" that only "should be consecrated to high, deep, joyful, and holy missions." Yet he is ultimately mistaken in his assessment of the railway's "spiritual" power (227). What Clifford "imagines . . . as enabling one vast interconnected realm of private intimacy," Gilmore writes of this passage, is ultimately destroyed by "its public uses."
45 The train's "hurried career" is, in the end, just a "dream." Rather than lead Hepzibah and Clifford on a "holy" mission, its "whirlwind speed" instead takes them "nowhere" (219-20, 224). They disembark at a "solitary way-station" where, no longer supported by the "powerful excitement" of the modern world, Clifford's verbosity returns to a "torpid and reluctant utterance" that soon subsides into silence. Only the "sullen wind" and Hepzibah's fervent prayer break the quiet of the scene: "'Oh God!'-ejaculated poor, gaunt Hepzibah,-then paused a moment to consider what her prayer should be-'Oh God-our Father-are we not thy children? Have mercy on us!'" (228-29). Does Hepzibah's prayer go unheard? To the devout, religious practices like prayerful mediation and worship music had long "trained Christian ears" to hear spiritualized sounds, be it a call to ministry or the sound of "seraphic choirs" joining in a psalm. 46 The auditory dimension to these religious encounters advanced a definition of faith that described spiritual hearing as an internal, rather than external, sense. As William Graham remarks, such "hearing is not the external work of the ears, but the internal work of the Holy Spirit in the human heart."
47 The "dissociative quality" of these conversion experiences-an "internal exchange with a voice that was within but also beyond the self"-was particularly evident in prayer.
48
Leigh Eric Schmidt offers, for instance, that prayer emphasizes "hearing's capacity for . . . exchange," a "potential participatory dynamism" whereby the "words of the speaker are conditioned by a listener and by the possibility of an answer." In other words, in prayer, the devout (the "listening speaker") and God (the "speaking listener") exist in a state of "in-betweenness," a "sort of doubling or entwining in which 'one no longer knows who speaks and who listens.'"
49
In Seven Gables, Hepzibah's act of prayer evokes this duality in the dashes that Hawthorne uses to frame her plea, incorporating silence, a kind of spiritual listening, into her prayer. She listens, in other words, as she speaks. In this way her pauses insist on an audience, though what or whom Hepzibah potentially hears remains unrecorded. Still, as Hawthorne writes, this "was no hour for disbelief" (229). In the relative quiet of the countryside, far removed from the modern world, Hepzibah's prayer, even when posed as a question, becomes a spiritual affirmation of the siblings' essential divinity, their claim to God's protection. "Are we not thy children?" she asks (229).
Hawthorne turns to a similar kind of hallowed listening in the novel's second chapter, "The Little Shop-Window." Even though the title places emphasis on visuality and the public world of commodity consumption into which Hepzibah will soon enter, the chapter's opening passages foreground a different type of sensory experience, one that begins with the narrator-a "disembodied listener"-following Hepzibah about her morning ritual. Out of respect for the sanctity of a "maiden lady's toilet," the narrator remains politely "at the threshold of her chamber," only eavesdropping on the sound of her movements within this personal space. She opens and closes an "oldfashioned bureau . . . with difficulty" and anxiously "tread [s] . . . backward and forward . . . to-and-fro, across the chamber," movement communicated through the sound of her "footsteps" and the "rustling of stiff silks." These sounds clearly indicate Hepzibah's actions in a manner that may seem to mirror the public exposure Hepzibah experiences as a cent-shop huckster. In contrast to the intrusive aurality of the marketplace that comes later, Hawthorne sustains a reverential narrative silence, maintaining the semblance of privacy as Hepzibah completes her morning "devotions." "Our story must . . . await Miss Hepzibah," the narrator remarks, if she is to receive the respect she deserves (28-29).
To be sure, "this narrative strategy conflates character, narrator and reader," as Robert Friedman observes.
50 But the privatized listening it encourages also underscores how this act of eavesdropping, and the privilege it entails, requires the narrator to acknowledge his own role as a sympathetic sound-maker in the novel. He is essentially a "speaking listener," to return to Schmidt's definition of prayer's "in-betweenness," a ghostlike presence that narrates while quietly listening to Hepzibah's otherwise "inaudible" prayers. For it is only through a kind of absent presence that Hepzibah is heard at all: Inaudible, consequently, were poor Miss Hepzibah's gusty sighs. Inaudible, the creaking joints of her stiffened knees, as she knelt down by the bedside. And inaudible, too, by mortal ear, but heard with allcomprehending love and pity in the farthest Heaven, that almost agony of prayer-now whispered, now a groan, now a struggling silence-wherewith she besought the Divine assistance through the day. (28) Such sounds, so intensely private and full of anguish, carry with them sympathetic force. Inaudible to all but the "farthest Heaven," how can one but respond with similar feelings of "love and pity" to this "agony of prayer"?
Here then, in Hepzibah's moments of prayer, Hawthorne offers a competing aurality to the modern soundscape's depersonalizing force, one that confirms, rather than denies, Hepzibah and Clifford's right to selfhood. It is an intimate, and arguably sanctified, acoustic counterpoint to the disarming sounds of the modern world. The shop-bell's persistent ringing, the regular "rumble and jar" of the railways (223), and especially the long years of solitude imposed on Clifford, these technologies of sound compel Hepzibah and Clifford's subjugation in their insistence on the "impalpable Now" (129). For it is not just Hepzibah who, as an "enslaved spirit," "owed obedience" to a bell's ringing (38); Clifford too is "possess[ed]" by the locomotive's signal call, responding to its "peal . . . [w]ithout question or delay" (219). Such sounds exemplify what Karin Bijsterveld defines as "intrusive sounds," a "series of recurrent sounds" that "invade or threaten the existence of something or someone that is vulnerable or fragile."
51 In contrast, Hepzibah's prayer-symbolizing a different type of possession-confirms her existence as one of God's children. It becomes, in essence, the "spiritual medium" whose "holy" mission it was to bring "tidings . . . from God" (227).
In Hepzibah's prayer, then, Hawthorne emphasizes what Seven Gables would come to define as sound's magnetic power, its ability to open "a kind of window or door-way into the spiritual world" (241). For Clifford, it is not just emergent technologies like the telegraph and railway that embody the spiritual transcendence Hepzibah's prayer evokes. Rather, as he tells an old gentleman on the train, "Mesmerism" too is one of the many "harbingers of a better era," capable of establishing "an enlightening mystical and magnetic contact with a higher spiritual reality" (226).
52 "These rapping spirits, that little Phoebe told us of, the other day," he continues, "What are these but the messengers of the spiritual world, knocking at the door of substance?" (227). At the time of Seven Gables' publication, American Spiritualism, along with the practice of animal magnetism, certainly had been established as a movement particularly attuned to the sounds emanating from the spectral world.
53
As early as 1841, Hawthorne had observed the prominence of Spiritualist thought, writing against the claim that mesmerism could "give insight into the mysteries of life beyond death." In Hawthorne's estimation sound's magnetic potential was much harder to tap: for, as The House of the Seven Gables suggests, such hearing ultimately depended upon the listener's ability to not mistake, or rather mishear, "the physical and material for the spiritual."
54
By the mid-nineteenth century, most Spiritualists had come to accept "that animal magnetism and, eventually and more specifically, trance states could provide access to the spirit realm."
55 Charles Poyen, for example, introduced many Americans to animal magnetism and explained how Mesmer posited the existence of a "universal fluid" that connected-through "mutual influence"-"the heavenly bodies, the earth, and the animated beings."
56 Mesmerism thus "opened new avenues for understanding life's inner-spirituality" in a manner not unlike that espoused by the more liberal Protestants in Hawthorne's day.
57 Both advocated the importance of an internalized sensory experience, a kind of second hearing, in order to achieve spiritual transcendence.
58 As mesmerist George Bush declared in 1847, "the vocal communication of angels and spirits with man 53 For a study on the association of mesmerism with Spiritualism, R. Franz Anton Mesmer first observed in the late eighteenth century how sound was a "conductor of magnetism" capable of making the "emanations" of the magnetic fluid "more powerful." Mesmer in fact used a piano, "sometimes [with] the sound of the voice or singing . . . added," when practicing magnetism and claimed that sound . . . [is] . . . heard as the speech of the inner man . . . independent of audible sounds." This "law of spiritual acoustics," he continued, "applies directly and unequivocally to the corresponding peculiarities of the magnetic condition."
59 Chauncy Hare Townshend's Facts in Mesmerism, widely read for its definitive description of Mesmer's doctrine, came to a similar conclusion when he turned to sound as an example of how a medium can connect "mesmeric person with external objects," describing the "conveyance of acoustic impulses" to be analogous to the diffusion of the magnetic fluid. Both processes, he explained, transmitted sensations-mesmeric or otherwise-"through obstacles . . . unimpeded, unimpaired."
60
These comparisons were naturally suggested by the science behind hearing, the way air and other media transmitted sound from one object to another through a series of vibratory pulsations. In his Cyclopaedia's entry on "Sound," a reference work Hawthorne borrowed from the Salem Athenaeum, Abraham Rees explained how the "small particles" of sound "move . . . in a tremulous, undulating manner"-much like Mesmer's fluid-through a medium like air to "the proper and immediate instruments of hearing."
61 Townshend, however, clarified that to activate these magnetic fluids, "the spirit or inner sense" "accumulated, concentrated, and conveyed" the universal fluid. 61 Rees explained, "we are made aware of the existence of distance bodies" through a "vibratory impulse" that is "brought into contact with our nervous system." This "established language of sensation," he concluded, provided a scientific framework for understanding mesmerism. must first be "relieved of its ordinary preoccupation with bodily functions," including the sense of hearing. Only then could the medium be "temporarily free to enjoy sensations emanating from a more sublime level of reality."
62 In a mesmerized state, then, "the ear is closed and the eye is an abolished organ," Townshend observed, at least to all but the "mesmerizer's voice."
63 Andrew Jackson Davis further defined this function of a medium, or one "through whom 'sounds' are made," in The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse (1851), writing how "in the production of true spiritual sounds, their [the mediums'] systems may be regarded...as a receptacle . . . for the influx . . . of spirits." 64 According to these accounts, then, mesmerism not only advocated, but in fact required mediums to submit passively to the will of another. In this way, practitioners of American spiritualism were "unique" for their willingness "to look to spirits as a surrogate spiritual presence." Most other American religions at the time, as Bret Carroll observes, "considered the individual subject only to the authority of God and the divinely inspired conscience."
65 Not all, however, were as comfortable with the idea of mediums submitting to a "higher power" that was merely "subdivine," be it the spirits or the mesmerizer communicating through them.
66 Without denying the "real existence of spiritual personalities and powers," Francis Sitwell, for instance, denounced mesmerism as a supernatural practice akin to "witchcraft" and other "unlawful arts" in Mesmerism Considered. Of particular complaint was the trance-state, which "closed in overmastering sleep" the medium's bodily senses and, by extension, "his will . . . the highest gift of God."
68 If "in the Christian tradition, the senses were the inlets to body and soul," then mesmerism's suspension of sensory experience risked closing the medium off from God's divine presence.
69 Such "evils," as Sitwell further warned, were not temporary, but lasting. "There will be a permanent spiritual influence in exercise upon the victim," he adamantly declared, "even when not in the mesmeric state or trance." For this reason, the medium, as Sitwell noted elsewhere, was neither "a dead man, nor yet a living one . . . but a strange unnatural condition of both."
70
Hawthorne advanced a similar critique when he warned Sophia in 1841 of the danger of "magnetic miracles," writing, "Supposing that this power arises from the transfusion of one spirit into another, it seems to me that the sacredness of an individual is violated by it; there would be an intrusion into thy holy of holies." Even with these reservations, Hawthorne did not exclude the possibility of a divine-human encounter; as he assured Sophia, he had "no want of faith in mysteries."
71
Rather, as Hawthorne wrote later of a séance he attended while traveling abroad, "I should be glad to believe in the genuineness of these spirits, if I could" but the "whole matter seems to me a sort of dreaming awake," though "there remains, of course, a great deal for which I cannot account." His doubt, however, that these "spiritual sources" were only "effusions emanated from earthly minds" made him worry that the Spiritualist practices claiming to contact the spirit realm only dulled an individual's 68 Sitwell further clarified, "This is the difference between possession by an evil spirit, and the gift and indwelling of the Holy Ghost. The evil spirit domineers over the man, irrespective of his consciousness and will. The Holy Ghost acts otherwise. ability to listen to a more "genuine" celestial voice.
72 "What delusion can be more lamentable and mischievous," he asked Sophia, "than to mistake the physical and material for the spiritual? What so miserable as to lose the soul's true . . . knowledge and consciousness of heaven in the mist of an earth-born vision?" Only by keeping the "imagination sane" and free from the "earthy effluence" of a magnetizer's "corporeal system," he advised her, could one hope to gain a proper "communion with Heaven."
73
Although he entreated Sophia to "take no part in" mesmerism's "strange science," Hawthorne would return to mesmerism in Seven Gables, most prominently in a story narrated by Holgrave, the novel's current dabbler in animal magnetism and primary daguerreotypist.
74 Holgrave's tale recounts how the grandson of Colonel Pyncheon calls upon the young Matthew Maule to "convert the mind" of his daughter, Alice, "into a kind of telescopic medium, through which Mr. Pyncheon and himself might obtain a glimpse into the spiritual world," hoping that their ancestors would reveal the location of missing deeds to Pyncheon land in Maine. Even though Maule succeeds in "holding an imperfect sort of intercourse" with the spirit realm through Alice's "spiritualized perception," he fails to gain knowledge of the missing documents. Still, Maule refuses to lift the hypnotic spell that binds Alice to him, instead condemning her to a "bondage more humiliating, a thousandfold, than that which binds its chain around the body"-a type of self-abnegation that Hawthorne warned Sophia of when he encouraged her to stay clear of mesmerism's "magnetic miracles" (178, 180).
Hawthorne intends that we identify daguerreotypy as a form of mesmerism by associating the Maule family's "strange power" (163) of vision with the "mesmerizing eye of the 72 Nathaniel Hawthorne, "The French and Italian Notebooks," The Centenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, ed. Thomas Woodson (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1980), 14:398-99. 73 Hawthorne, "The Letters, 1813-1843," 589. 74 Hawthorne, "The Letters, 1813-1843," 589.
camera." 75 Holgrave explains of daguerreotypy, "There is wonderful insight in Heaven's broad and simple sunshine. While we give it credit only for depicting the merest surface, it actually brings out the secret character with a truth that no painter would ever venture upon, even could he detect it" (80).
76 But, as Holgrave informs Hepzibah earlier in the novel, this manipulation of light and shadow is in fact a "misuse" of "Heaven's blessed sunshine"-language that recalls his ancestor's own "misuse" of mesmerism as several recent scholars have noted (41). Indeed both pretend to access a kind of spiritual truth, however "imperfect" it may be, by violating the interiority of another, revealing in the process the "psychological power to dominate and control" that had so "frightened and fascinated Hawthorne."
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"shouting forth the secret." As Maule informs Alice's father, "The custody of this secret . . . makes part of your grandfather's retribution" (178-79).
78 Her father soon realizes that Alice too will become part of this "retribution" for her mesmeric trance imposes a selective deafness that prohibits her from engaging with the mortal realm.
Through sound, and not sight, Alice experiences the "evil potency" of Maule's power (175). Her "dismal shriek," a "call for help" that "long re-echoed" in her father's "heart," announces her reluctant submission to Maule's psychic control.
79
This "half-uttered exclamation," as Holgrave explains, "was very faint and low; so indistinct, that there seemed but half a will to shape out the words, and too undefined a purport, to be intelligible." Alice's cry ultimately foretells a future devoid of any meaningful acoustic engagement with the world for, like Clifford, Alice too will be required to live in a kind of enforced solitude as her father soon discovers: "'Alice! Awake!' cried her father . . . with terror in his voice. . . . But the sound evidently reached her not." Not even prayer can protect Alice from Maule's "grotesque and fantastic bidding." Even while "worshipping at church," as Holgrave informs Phoebe, does she remain deaf to all but Maule's commanding voice (176, 177, 180). Her once "sweet and harp-like voice" thus made "indistinct" by the sheer force of Maule's mesmeric power, the enchanted Alice lives only half a life, isolated from society just 78 On the similarities between these two mystical speech acts, "Where the original Maule repudiated his own agency, attributing the power of restorative justice to God, his descendent is involved in the . . . assertion of a self-interested will." Caleb Smith, The Oracle and the Curse: A Poetics of Justice from the Revolution to the Civil War (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2013), 123. As a prophet, the original Maule practices a form of self-abnegation when he becomes a "spokesman for the holy word," as defined by David Chidester's Word and Light: Seeing, Hearing, and Religious Discourse (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1992), 39. According to Holgrave, the younger Maule requires another to fulfill this role and thus forces Alice to repudiate her agency in order to gain access to the spirit world. 79 Connor offers a useful analysis of demonic possession and the voice applicable to my reading of this scene. "The voice is central to possession as evidence of a transformation of the forms and energies of the body, far more effective than any number of mutely physical symptoms," reasoning that "this is perhaps because the voice is always anyway fundamentally itself on the border between the body and what is not body." Dumbstruck, 113.
as Clifford would be for thirty years. And like Clifford, Alice too will become "a material ghost," enduring a "strange unnatural condition," to return to Sitwell's language, as someone not quite "dead . . . nor living."
80
Only on the day of her death does Alice awake from this "enchanted sleep." On this day, with "wasted form" and "hectic cheek," Alice returns to sound, filling "the house with music! Music, in which a strain of the heavenly choristers was echoed!" (181). Her initial "call for help" may have gone unanswered, both by her father who ignored her whispered plea and by the "Almighty Father" who elected not to intercede on her behalf (229). Still, Alice's final performance on the harpsichord suggests an end to this spiritual silence, an ecstatic dialogue of "heavenly" and earthly sounds that grants her a kind of retributive justice, or so the larger narrative implies. Alice may die, but her music will live on to "haunt the House of Seven Gables." As legend has it, these "ghostly harmonies" were "prelusive of a death in the family" (74, 194) . The generations to come will be forced to listen, as Alice once was, to sounds from the spirit world, all-the-while aware that the "mournful" music they hear, like Alice's "dismal shriek," portends their imminent death (74).
Even more than Maule's "grotesque . . . incantation," Alice's music comes to resemble the original Maule's "prophecy" for both are "echo[es] of a distant voice" warning of a coming death.
81 Hawthorne makes this comparison clear on the day Judge Pyncheon is fated to die. That morning, Hepzibah hears "a note of music," a "sweet, airy, and delicate, though most melancholy" sound that reminds her of the "legendary Alice" and her "spiritual fingers." Alice's spectral music, however, is interrupted by the "ringing of the shop-bell," a "dissonance" made that much more "vulgar" by a sound that follows-"neither a 80 What is Mesmerism?, 31. 81 Prophetic experience "involved the descent of divine influences upon the prophet from God, the impact of the voice of God upon the relatively passive prophet." Prophetic speech was akin to a medium's magnetic soundings of the spiritual world but with a crucial difference: a true prophet, unlike a medium, remained untainted by the magnetizer's "earthy effluence." Chidester, Word and Light, 39, 40.
cough nor a hem, but a kind of rumbling and reverberating spasm in somebody's capacious depth of chest." This "characteristic sound" (193-94), as Hepzibah correctly suspects, belongs to the judge who has come to the house of the seven gables to gain knowledge, as his ancestor once did, of legal documents to "missing [Pyncheon] property." Believing that Clifford knows the location of this "hidden wealth," the judge demands an interview with Hepzibah's brother, threatening to have him committed to "a public asylum"-to return him to a living tomb-if Clifford "refuse[s] . . . the information." In the face of this threat, Hepzibah reluctantly agrees to summon Clifford, but not before warning the judge that God's providence "will not let you do the thing you meditate!" (202-4).
In the passages that follow, Hawthorne brings the "good and evil fortunes of the Pyncheons" to a head through a series of aurally dense scenes that dramatize the supernatural manifestations that the original prophecy, the subsequent incantation, and Alice's spectral music all evoke. First, Hepzibah hears "some sound" she imagines coming from the Judge, finding in its tone a "relenting impulse" (206). Discovering herself mistaken, yet not identifying the source of the voice, Hepzibah continues on to Clifford's chamber where, in the passage just outside his door, her courage waivers, and she considers sending forth a "shriek" full of "strange agony"-a "cry of a human soul, at some dreadful crisis" that would communicate to those outside the seven gabled house her need for "rescue." But worried that the "Judge would draw all human aid to his own behalf," Hepzibah resists this aural urge. With no mortal friend to offer aid in her time of need, the "poor, dim-sighted Hepzibah" once again turns to "prayer" (209, 210). Though "her faith was . . . weak" and she feared that "Providence intermeddled not in these petty wrongs," this prayer-a spiritual call for help-receives an answer, but not from some divine voice thundering down from Heaven. What Hepzibah hears, what answers her prayer, is silence.
First knocking "feebly" on her brother's door, Hepzibah receives "no reply." Her second and third attempts are no more successful, and even her verbal call to Clifford is met with
